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Abstract—  Cloud computing presents a convenient environment and more advantages to business organizations to run their business, it’s 

benefits aims to make the location computing infrastructure shifted to the network in order to reduce the costs of hardware and software 
resources maintenance, also it offers the processing power and the computing resources of geographically distanced computers connected via 

internet. It has advantages such as outsourcing, scalability, efficiency, resilience, and non-core activities and flexibility. In this paper, cloud 

service models and deployment were introduced; cloud security challenges were investigated based on the cloud service models nature. Also this 

paper seeks to address various threats which face cloud computing and the possible solutions to demonstrate the techniques that hackers used 

against. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing is Internet-based computing, whereby 

shared information, resources and software are provided to 

computers and other devices on-demand. Examples of cloud 

services include online file storage, social networking sites, 

webmail, and online business applications. The cloud 

computing model allows access to information and computer 

resources from anywhere that a network connection is 

available. Cloud computing provides a shared pool of 

resources, including data storage space, networks, computer 

processing power, and specialized corporate and user 

applications. It refers to accessing computing resources that 

are typically owned and operated by a third-party provider on 

a consolidated basis in data center locations . Also it is 

considered a style of computing in which scalable and 

virtualized  resources are provided over the internet as a 

service. 

 

The difference between cloud and other computing such as 

utility computing and grid  computing that the later is a form of 

parallel and distributed computing, in which virtual and super 

computer' is composed of a cluster of networked, such as 

coupled computers acting together to perform large tasks, but 

cloud computing is considered the packaging of computing 

resources as a metered service. 

 

Cloud computing characteristics include rapid elasticity, 

on-demand self service, resource pooling, wide network access 

and measured service. On-demand self service means that 

customers can request and manage their own computing 

resources. Wide Pooled resources means that customers draw 

from a pool of computing resources, usually in remote data 

centres. Network access allows services to be offered over the 

Internet or private networks. Services can be scaled larger or 

smaller, and use of a service is measured and customers are 

billed accordingly. 

 

While there are benefits, there are privacy and security 

concerns too. Data is travelling over the Internet and is stored 

in remote locations. In addit ion, cloud providers often serve 

multip le customers simultaneously.  All of this may  raise the 

scale of exposure to possible breaches, both accidental and 

deliberate. 

 

Concerns have been raised by many that cloud computing 

may lead to “function creep” — uses of data by cloud 

providers that were not anticipated when the in formation was 

originally collected and for which consent has typically not 

been obtained. Given how inexpensive it is to keep data, there 

is little incentive to remove the information from the cloud and 

more reasons to find other things to do with it.   

 

The following section focus on a previous studies on 

security issues in cloud computing and the rest of sections are 

organized as follows. Section П presents security issues of 

cloud computing. Section Ш introduces cloud computing 

infrastructure deployment and service models. Section Ѵ 

deliberates on associated cloud computing security and 

challenges  and the last section presents suggestions to privacy 

issues. 

II. PREVIOUS WORKS 

Kuyoro S. O. et al. [1] presented an analysis study of the 

cloud computing challenges and security issues especially on 

its types and the types of service delivery. 

 

S.Hashemi   [2] suggested how to increase trust and 

enhance using cloud computing as it is technology has a value 

among people. This technology will make improving in  

security to be better by providers. 

A. Ukil et al. [3] explored issues of security and the challenges 

concerns of cloud computing new solutions. They proposed 

architecture for merg ing different cloud computing security 

techniques and protocols, such as Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

(IaaS) and Platfo rm-as-a-Service (PaaS) systems. It will 

facilitate the cloud system managing more effect ively and 
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provide the specific solution to counter the threat for the 

administrator. They used experimental data to show how a 

cloud service provider can estimate the charging based on the 

security service it provides.  

 

S. Suakanto et al . [4], conducted an experimental setup to 

measure the quality of service received by cloud computing 

customers. Experimental setup done by creating a HTTP 

service that runs in the cloud computing infrastructure. They 

interested to know about the impact of increasing the number 

of users on the average quality received by users. The qualities 

received by user measured within  two parameters consist of 

average response times and the number of requests time out. 

Experimental results of this study show that increasing the 

number of users has increased the average response time. 

Similarly, the number of request time out increasing with 

increasing number of users. It means that the qualities of 

service received by user are decreasing also. They found that 

the impact of the number of users on the quality of service is 

no longer in linear trend. The results of this study can be used 

as a reference model for the network operator in performing 

services in which a certain number of users in order to obtain 

optimal quality services. 

 

D. C. Wyld  [5] , examined non-military uses of cloud 

computing in governments across the globe, from the Unites 

States to Europe and Asia. 

 

F. Arabalidousti et al . [6] , Proposed a Comprehensive 

Cloud Architecture, which based On The It Service 

Management Frameworks, Reference Models And Cloud 

Architectures To deliver better Services In Cloud Computing 

Environment.  

 

 F. S. Gharehchopogh et al . [7] , provided strategies for 

solving related issues and problem of data security which is 

the main goal of sub-structures in cloud computing. 
 

III. CLOUD COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE 

Cloud computing is considered convenient, network access 

for sharing computing resources that can be released rapidly 

and provisioned with minimal effort  of management or 

interaction of service provider [8]. 

 
A. Cloud Deployment Models 

 

Cloud computing development models include the aim and 

identity of cloud and the method which are settled.  

The following four types of the development models 

according to NIST defin ition: 

 

 Public cloud: also called external cloud which describes 

the mainstream sense of cloud computing, how 

resources are provisioned via web services, self -service 

basis over the internet, from a third-party off-site 

provider who shares resources [9]. Large Cloud Serv ice 

Provider (CSP) managed the infrastructure of cloud.  

 

  Private cloud: is only used for an o rganizat ion, 

accessing data , applications and services are available 

for everyone in the organization but others out of 

organization can’t do that[9]. 

 
 Community cloud: when several organizat ions have 

similar requirements to share infrastructure, this  model 

is used. Community cloud examples include Google's 

"Gov Cloud”. Security needs are supported in this 

model [10]. 

 

 Hybrid cloud: is combination of two or more clouds .It 

allow organizations to optimize their resources, so the 

critical core activ ities can be run under the control of the 

private component of the hybrid cloud while other 

additional tasks may be outsourced to the public 

component [9]. 

 

 Figure. 1 Cloud Computing Deployment Models 
 

 

 
B. Cloud Service Delivery Models 

 

Three fundamental service models  are offered by cloud 

computing providers  such as: infrastructure as a service (IaaS), 

platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS): 

 

  SaaS. The services provided by SaaS include using 

functional programs on the infrastructure of cloud and 

access through the web browser [11]. The infra-structure 

of cloud including customers operational systems, 

servers and saving area are not managed by customers  

[10]. 

 

 PaaS. The difference between  the PaaS and SaaS is that 

the first includes exclusive program environment and 

computing platform, developing and solution strategies. 

 

 IaaS. This kind of service saving space [10]. The 

management or control in infra-structure not be done by 

the client but has control over the operation system. In 

this service an artificial server is availab le for the client 

[11][12]. 

 

The hierarchy of cloud-based services allows selecting the 

level of services which are  appropriate for the challenges of 

their specific business. Solution may encompass all tiers  if the 
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complexity  level grows, and business process may be offered  

as a service. 

 

Figure. 2 illustrates the infrastructure layers within the 

cloud.  

 

 
 

Figure. 2 Cloud Computing Infrastructure 

 

IV. CLOUD SECURITY ATTACKS 

User level threats, network Level and threats at CSP level 

are considered security threats at different levels. Dealing with 

These threats should be taken to keep the cloud up and running 

continuously. 

 
A. Cloud Service Provider ( CSP ) Level Attacks  

The vulnerabilities of cloud computing should be 

considered by end users before migrat ing to it. Sharing 

resources such as network, computing capacity and storage are 

such examples. Many security breaches are listed below: 

 

 Guest-hopping attack: trying getting access to one 

virtual machine by an attacker who hacked another 

virtual machine hosted in the same hardware.  

 

 SQL injection: the most famous method of websites 

attacking. It’s methodology for executing by 

injecting SQL commands into a database of an 

application from the web to evacuate or breakdown 

that database. 

 
 Side channel attack: on the same physical machine, 

the attacker places a malicious virtual machine as 

the victim machine; the attacker can access all the 

private “sensitive “information on this vict im 

machine. 

 

 Malicious Insider  : One of the cloud computing 

challenges located at the data centers of the service 

providers is when its employee is granted access to 

sensitive data of some or all customers 

administrators. 

 

 
B. Network Level Security attack 

These attacks may be done from users outside the cloud, it 

is defined as (a user seek to attack the cloud for any purpose), 

or a malicious insider h iding between the user and the CSP 

and trying to disrupt the data to/from the cloud. 

 

 Domain Name System (DNS) attacks: converts 

host names into corresponding Internet Protocol (IP) 

addresses using a distributed database scheme. 

Internet DNS servers are subject to different types of 

attacks such as: ARP cache poisoning domain  

hijacking, and man-in-the-middle attacks. 

 

 Domain hi jacking: Is defined as changing the name 

of a domain without the knowledge or permission 

from the domain’s owner o r creator.  Domain  

hijacking enables intruders to access sensitive 

corporate informat ion and perform illegal activ ity 

such as phishing, where a website is replaced by an 

identical website that records private information.  
 

 IP S poofing: Is where the attacker gains 

unauthorized access to a computer by pretending 

that the traffic has originated form a leg itimate 

computer. IP spoofing is utilized to make other 

attacks such as Denial of Service attack and Man in 

The Middle attack.[13]  
 

 

C. End users’ attacks 

Most of the cloud users’ attacks are phishing, fraud, and 

exploitation  of software vulnerab ilities still work and  can 

threaten the cloud service infrastructure.[14] 

 

V. SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

The Security issue is the most important aspect for cloud 

system due to its nature of outsourced computing. Without 

robust security scheme and user-centric security policy is 

implemented, cloud system would be vulnerab le to different 

attacks and susceptible by the users. As the cloud computing 

approach could be associated with  having users’ sensitive data 

stored both at clients’ end as well as in  cloud servers, 

especially confidentiality, integrity and authentication are the 

primary pain areas in cloud computing.  

 

To create substantially secure cloud computing environment, it  

is required exploring the challenges and issues of security in 

cloud computing like:   

• To provide data confidentiality for clients / cloud users. • 

To enable cloud information integrity. • To ensure application 

independent single sign-on (SSO) kind of authentication. 

 

Confidentiality prevents intentional (malicious) or 

unintentional disclosure of sensitive informat ion. In cloud 
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systems, confidentiality incorporates data encryption to 

minimize vulnerab ility due to covert  channels, traffic analysis, 

and sensitive inference. Malicious activities can be defended 

through a protected hypervisor through HyperWall 

architecture using the concept of hardware centric hypervisor-

secure virtualization [15][16].   

For guaranteeing data integrity at rest or storage, particularly  

in IaaS and PaaS systems, trusted infrastructure needs to be 

incorporated. For data integrity in transit, tradit ional dig ital 

signature can be used [17].  

 

The security challenges for cloud computing approach are 

somewhat dynamic and vast; some of these challenges are 

abstracted as following: 

 
D. Data location 

Data location is a vital factor in cloud computing security 

[18]. Location transparency is one of the prominent 

flexib ilit ies for cloud computing, which is a security threat at 

the same time without knowing the specific location of data 

storage, the provision of data protection act for some reg ion 

might be severely affected and violated. Cloud users’ personal 

data security is thus a vital concern in a cloud computing 

environment. In terms of customers’ personal or business data 

security, the strategic policies of the cloud providers are of 

highest significance as the technical security solely is not 

adequate to address the problem [19][20]. 

 
E. Trust  

Trust is another problem which raises security concerns to 

use cloud service for the reason that it is directly  related to the 

credibility and authenticity of the cloud service providers. The 

provision of trust model is essential in cloud computing as this 

is a common interest area fo r all stakeholders for any given 

cloud computing scenario. Trust in cloud might be dependent 

on a number of factors among which some are automat ion 

management, human factors, processes and policies. Trust in 

cloud is not a technical security issue [21], but it is the most 

influential soft factor that is driven by security issues inherent 

in cloud computing to a great extent [2][20].  

 

All kinds of attacks that are applicable to a computer 

network and the data in transit equally  applies to cloud based 

services some threats in this category are man-in-the-middle 

attack, phishing, eavesdropping, sniffing and other similar 

attacks as illustrated in previous section. DDoS (Distributed 

Denial of Serv ice) attack is one common yet major attack for 

cloud computing infrastructure .The well known DDoS attack 

can be a potential problem for cloud computing, though not 

with any exception of having no option to mitigate this [22]. 

The security of virtual machine will define the integrity and 

level of security of a cloud environment to greater extent.  

 

F. Authentication 

Verification of eligible users’ credentials and protecting 

such credentials are part of main security is sues in the cloud 

violation in these areas could lead to undetected security 

breach at least to some extent for some period.  

As well as using encryption falls within the practice of safe 

computing - they can be well considered as part of security 

concerns for cloud computing. However, it  is important to 

distinguish between risk and security concerns in this regard.  

Allocation of responsibilit ies among the parties involved in a 

cloud computing infrastructure might result in experiencing 

inconsistency which might eventually lead to a situation with 

security vulnerabilit ies. Like any other network scenario, the 

provision of insider-attack remains as a valid threat for cloud 

computing. Any security tools or other kinds of software used 

in a cloud environment might have security loopholes which in  

turn would pose security risks to the cloud infrastructure itself. 

The problem with third party APIs as well as spammers are 

threats to the cloud environment [18]. 

 

VI. SUGGESTIONS TO PRIVACY ISSUES 

In this section, there are many suggestions for cloud user 

and cloud providers according to cloud computing privacy 

issues. 

 
A. For Cloud User  

These suggestions are given to the cloud user when placing 

their data in the Cloud Provider. The cloud user should 

carefully read the privacy policy before placing their 

informat ion in the cloud. If a  cloud user doesn’t understand 

any of the policies, it should be clarified with the provider or 

may consider other service providers [23].  

Cloud user must have a close attention regarding rights to use, 

disclose, or make public cloud user information.  

Suppose the cloud user wants to remove any data from the 

cloud, the cloud provider must take necessary steps to remove 

the data. The Cloud user has rights to check whether that data 

is still retained by the cloud provider.   

Cloud users should not place any important data which may be 

helpful for their competitors, government and others.  

Cloud users mustal ways have a consultation with their 

technical support group about the advisability of keeping their 

data in the cloud. 

 
B. For Cloud Providers  

The following suggestions are for the providers to maintain  

the cloud user’s data in the Cloud.  

• Cloud provider must ensure that they are not violating any 

law or policy.  

• Cloud Provider should mention the physical location of the 

cloud user’s data in the cloud 

•  Cloud Provider should maintain the isolation between 

different user’s data.  

• Protection mechanism of cloud must be known to the user. 

 • Recovery plans are to be mentioned by the provider in case 

of natural disaster.  

• Cloud Provider must list the various laws and regulations 

that govern the cloud user’s data. 

• Cloud users must be given advance notice to the changes of 

the privacy policies  

•Periodically, the provider should conduct the audit trails and 

maintain log of user’s data. 
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VII.  “CONCLUSIONS 

Cloud computing will p romote the use of shared resources 

and when we are sharing the resources among different users it 

will defin itely lower the costs and will help in keeping the 

environment clean .In this paper key security considerations 

and challenges which are currently faced in the cloud 

computing are highlighted. Cloud computing has the potential 

to become a frontrunner in promoting a secure, virtual and 

economically  viable IT solution in the future. It assumes to 

address challenges to provide data confidentiality for clients / 

cloud users, to enable cloud information integrity and to 

ensure authentication. This paper describes the problems on 

data confidentiality, data integrity and data authentication and 

our security concern aims at the cloud user perspective. In 

cloud computing, cloud users or clients are most vulnerable to 

different security threats. 
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